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Our Weekly Action Plan is designed to help you recapture and build on
what God is teaching from Sundays message.

If you missed last weeks message you can listen to it here.

Corrie Ten Boom, a holocaust surviver, once said,
"Never be afraid to trust an unknown future to a
known God."  If you take the time today to reread
Hebrews chapter 11 you’ll see over and over again
that this is exactly what the people mentioned in
the chapter choose to do.  “By faith Abraham,
when called to go to a place he would later receive
as his inheritance, obeyed and went, even though he did not know where he
was going.” 

Think about that.  

Abraham obeyed and went… not knowing where he was going.  

Remember faith is not primarily the thoughts you affirm to be true.  It is best
represented when we choose to base our actions on God’s reveled Truth or
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promise.  One of the Greek definitions for the word faith is fidelity.  

Fidelity: faithfulness to a person, cause, or belief, demonstrated by continuing
loyalty and support.

One danger in reading Hebrews 11 is that we can come to see faith as only
being associated with the big and difficult decision in life.  It is not.  Because
faith is always best represented in our faithfulness whether the decisions are
big or small, easy or hard, knowing what the outcome is or not.  Anytime we act
faithfully - that is faith at work in our life!  And God is pleased anytime we
choose to base our decisions on His Truth or promises (Heb. 10:38 & 11:6)!   
 

Store it up:
Committing verses to memory is a key way to hold on to the truths of God that
we need to be reminded of regularly.  Here is a great verse, “And without faith it
is impossible to please God, because anyone who comes to him must believe
that he exists and that he rewards those who earnestly seek him.” -Hebrews
11:6

GOOD FRIDAY Video links:
Some of you have been asking about the videos I used at the Good Friday
service.  Some of the me are free and I had to purchase.  Here are links to the
free ones.

Opening animated video

Jesus Painter

Forgive Video
 

It is a privilege to serve and pray with you - Noah
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